BIC TEACHER REFERENCE SHEET

Meal service is using the Offer Vs Serve model.
Offer Vs Serve allows students to decline some of the food offered.
The goal of OVS is to reduce waste.

BIC is a student run program.
Select Responsible students to operate the BIC.
The Breakfast Sheriff will get the food from the cafeteria 10 minutes before the bell.
Food will need to be set up at the time of the bell.

Step by Step
The menu will have HIGHLIGHTED food items.
The HIGHLIGHTED items constitute a complete meal.
HIGHLIGHTED food items should be placed at a designated table.
All of the HIGHLIGHTED items will need to be taken by the student.
Unwanted items can be pushed to the center of their table.
Non-highlighted items will remain in the BIC bag the entire meal period.
(Students can help themselves, if they desire).
The BIC bag needs to be placed next to the service table.
The BIC bag is equipped with a disposable/reusable towel for clean-up.

Operational Goals
Communicate any request to the Kitchen Staff.
BIC should only last 10-12 minutes.
The bags will need to be returned to the kitchen within 30 minutes.

Pre-K thru 1ST GRADE STAFF:
FEEL FREE TO PLACE THE HIGHLIGHTED FOOD ITEMS IN FRONT OF EACH STUDENT AT THEIR DESK
Please perform the task that works easiest for your class

Requirements
Everyday a fruit item is HIGHLIGHTED.
fruit/juice needs to be taken in order to constitute a complete meal.
NO food is to be left in the classroom, student’s desks or backpacks.

5 MINUTES INTO FEEDING THE BREAKFAST TEAM WILL:
NEED TO BEGIN COLLECTING AND RETURNING PRODUCT TO THE CAFETERIA.

BIC VIDEO link:
https://youtu.be/Q-d6b58fdyl